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Abstract
CASTOR is a small (56 cm diameter) quartz-tungsten ˇCerenkov calorimeter covering the small angles
0.2◦-0.6◦ (5.2 ≤| η |≤ 6.4) in CMS, a major experiment at the LHC. Particularly with heavy-ion
reactions a substantial fraction of the total reaction energy goes into this large η region. CASTOR will
function as a part of CMS and also as an independent detector to search for special types of events in
the far-forward region. It is divided into 16 azimuthal sectors, each with 18 longitudinal segments to
allow identification of particles by their energy-loss profiles. The most forward segments are smaller
to better characterize electromagnetic events.
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1 Introduction
CASTOR was originally conceived by the University of Athens [1] as a device to study, with an accelerator, types
of events that had previously been observed only in cosmic-ray showers (Centauro And STrange Object Research).
It will accomplish this goal, but as a part of CMS it also has a broader application. It expands the seamless pseudo-
rapidity coverage of CMS from 10.4 to a total of 12.8 pseudo-rapidity units, allowing measurements to within 0.2◦
of the beam direction. For PbPb collisions most of the energy of the reaction products goes into CASTOR and HF,
another quartz-tungsten ˇCerenkov calorimeter that covers the angles 0.6◦ to 5.7◦ (5.2≥| η |≥ 3.0).
2 Detector Description
The absorber material in CASTOR is tungsten metal to give the smallest possible shower size. The electron-
positron component of the shower is sampled by thin quartz plates interleaved between the tungsten plates.
For hadrons it is the pi◦ component that contributes the signal. The relativistic electrons and positrons produce
ˇCerenkov light in the quartz plates. Quartz is used because it is resistant to damage from radiation. CASTOR
is expected to receive radiation in the range of 10-100 MGy. The quartz plates are tilted at 45◦ to efficiently
capture the ˇCerenkov light. The light from seven quartz plates is collected by an air filled light guide, covering
22.5◦ in azimuthal angle. The light guides are connected to photo-multiplier tubes, PMTs, which produce signals
proportional to the amount of light collected.
The electromagnetic particles, photons and electrons, penetrate less deeply into the detector than the hadronic
particles, such as pions and protons. Therefore, the first 11.5 cm of the detector has tungsten and quartz thicknesses
of 3.0 and 1.5 mm, respectively, compared to 5.0 and 2.0 mm, respectively, in the 1.25 m hadronic section. With
this design, the diameter of the showers of electrons and positrons produced by hadrons is of the order one cm
compared to values an order of magnitude larger in other types of calorimeters. Also, the light is produced in a
short period of time, much faster than in scintillator-based detectors.
There will be a thin tracking detector in front of CASTOR to define the exact entry point of particles from the
interaction region. There is some concern about incoming beam interacting with gas molecules or the beam pipe
wall and putting reaction products into the back end of CASTOR. However, with its quartz plates at 45◦, the
light output is small for particles entering CASTOR from the rear. Because CASTOR is located 50 ns from the
interaction point, at the time CASTOR is receiving the reaction products being studied, it will have passing through
it, not only unreacted beam, but also incoming beam on its way to an interaction that will be seen by CASTOR 100
ns later.
CASTOR is designed to be wrapped around the delicate beam pipe without disturbing it. This is done with a
structure in which the tungsten and quartz plates are attached to a skeleton made of 1-mm stainless steel sheets
with suitable cross braces. This highly rigid self supporting system is subdivided into two half cylinders which
slide together for physics runs. Figure 1 shows the layout of one of these half-cylinders.
Figure 1: One half of a CASTOR calorimeter. Each set of tungsten and quartz plates covers 45◦ in azimuth. There
are two 22.5◦ quartz plates for each tungsten plate. The light from 7 quartz plates is collected by a light guide and
directed to a PMT (green cylinders).
Normally, complex detectors such as CASTOR require significant electronics development. This is particularly
challenging at the LHC where the electronics must read out a new event every 25 ns and operate for years without
maintenance in a high radiation environment. Thus electronics development can pose a major risk to the schedule
and budget of a detector. Fortunately CASTOR is sufficiently similar to HF that it is possible to copy the HF
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systems virtually unchanged. The technical design report for the CMS hadron calorimeter gives an overview of
these systems [2].
3 Physics Program for CASTOR
The addition of CASTOR to the CMS experiment will expand its capability both for proton-proton and heavy-ion
collisions. The physics reach of CASTOR is increased because one can correlate its measurements with data from
the other CMS detectors. Together with the central calorimeters, HF, and the Zero Degree Calorimeter, an almost
hermetic measurement of the flow of particles and energy will be provided. The region of pseudorapidity covered
by CASTOR is particularly important, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Figure 2: The distribution of the number of particles (left) and energy (right) versus pseudorapidity for Pb-Pb at
LHC.
The histograms on the left show the pseudorapidity distribution of particles from central collisions of Pb nuclei.
The histograms on the right show the distribution of energy. The acceptance of CASTOR (for positive η) is shown
by the red bands, the shaded bands are for HF. Although relatively few particles impinge on the calorimeter, they
carry a large fraction of the total energy flow, both hadronic and electromagnetic. The energy distributions for
proton-proton collisions are shifted to higher | η | but still leave a significant signal in CASTOR.
As will be seen below, there is considerable interest in phenomena occurring for small values of Bjorken-x, which
requires small angles and large Q2. For Pb-Pb collisions, CASTOR will allow values of x that are 200 times
smaller than the smallest values available at RIHC.
The following sections detail some of the specific physics topics that can be addressed using information from
CASTOR, either alone or in conjunctions with the rest of CMS.
3.1 Proton-Proton Interactions
The primary focus of proton-proton collisions at the LHC is to search for the Higgs boson and for physics beyond
the standard model, such as supersymmetric partners to the currently known particles. Because of the very high
luminosities required to reveal rare phenomena, the CASTOR calorimeter will not be particularly useful in this
specific study. However, it can be used to provide important practical and fundamental contributions to the proton-
proton program. Because of the fast response and relatively large deposited energy, CASTOR may be useful as a
luminosity monitor in the early stages of LHC machine development.
Although investigating basic properties such as energy loss mechanisms may not be as exciting as discovering the
Higgs boson, such studies contribute significantly to our understanding of QCD. Measurements at very forward
angles allow investigation of the structure functions and interactions of the low-x components of the protons.
Furthermore, near hermetic coverage is important for the study of diffractive processes, a significant fraction of the
total cross section (10-20%) at high energies. Diffractive events are characterized by large rapidity gaps between
the collision products. As such, these events, which can be studied in pp, are clean and distinctive. Finally, because
the longitudinal segmentation in CASTOR allows a detailed investigation of the energy deposit profile of isolated
particles, a search for the production of various exotic species of particles can be performed.
3.2 Proton-Nucleus Interactions
Proton-nucleus interactions serve as an intermediate system between proton-proton and nucleus-nucleus interac-
tions. While introducing interesting new physics capabilities, studies of these can also be used to interpret differ-
ences between the smaller and larger systems. For example, the appearance of jet quenching in nucleus-nucleus
collisions, but not in deuteron-nucleus collisions, at RHIC proved that this is an exit-channel effect, due to the
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creation of a large volume of high-energy-density matter. For studies of signals such as J/ψ suppression, proton-
nucleus interactions can be used to study absorption processes. High pseudorapidity data is critical to the study of
energy flow, in this case the energy loss of the incident proton as it traverses the nucleus. Because of the increase
of the nucleon-nucleon inelastic cross section with energy, the incident proton could interact essentially simultane-
ously with a much larger number of nucleons. An investigation of the impact of this difference will require data in
the area of pseudorapidity where most of the proton’s energy is deposited. The effect of gluon saturation (discussed
in more detail below) may also be significant. Another possibility is that the incident proton may be more easily
excited into an exotic high-mass state. Thus, discovery of unusual particles generated near the direction of the
proton beam may benefit from an enhanced production probability with a relatively low-background. Because of
the capability to explore a region of low-x, the A-dependence of very small-x phenomena can be studied, hopefully
shedding light on the nature of the dynamics.
The center of mass energies available at the LHC approach those of very high energy cosmic rays colliding with
the atmosphere or other materials. The measurement of the basic parameters of proton-A collisions for A =
14-16 is relevant for the interpretation of ultra-high-energy cosmic-ray extensive-air-shower data and for reliable
extrapolation to the highest energies observed. In addition, data from heavier ions will be important for comparing
LHC data with cosmic-ray data from emulsion-chamber experiments. The nature of the cosmic ray spectrum is a
topic of intense current interest in astrophysics.
3.3 Nucleus-Nucleus Interactions
Data from RHIC have indicated that ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions result in the formation of a system
of very high energy density whose dominant degrees of freedom are partonic. Current studies are focusing on more
detailed investigation of the properties of this new form of matter as well as investigating the processes that lead
to its formation. CMS can make vital contributions to both of these avenues and CASTOR will provide vital data.
As shown in Fig. 2, nucleus-nucleus collisions deposit a large amount of energy in the kinematic region covered
by CASTOR. This signal can be used to get an event-by-event measure of the impact parameter, or centrality,
of the collisions. Because of the azimuthal segmentation, CASTOR can also generate an accurate estimate of the
reaction plane (after correction for the motion of the charged particles in the 4 T solenoidal magnetic field of CMS).
While similar correlations exist in the signals from other detectors, it is important to note that in many studies, for
example of elliptic flow, it is critical to determine the centrality and/or reaction plane in a region of pseudorapidity
far from the region used to determine the physics quantity.
Figure 3: The scaled and shifted pseudorapidity distributions (dNch/dη′)(Npart/2) for central Au-Au collisions at
RHIC and simulations for central Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC spanning an energy range of 20≤ √s ≤ 5500 GeV
per nucleon pair.
One of the many unexpected finding from RHIC data was that the pseudorapidity distributions of particle yield, as
well as other global parameters such as elliptic and directed flow, displayed a characteristic feature described as
extended longitudinal scaling, or limited fragmentation. One example is shown in Fig. 3, along with an estimation
of where data from the LHC would lie. In this figure, the horizontal axis is found by subtracting the rapidity of
the beam from the pseudorapidity of individual particles. The pseudorapidity density is divided by the number
of participating nucleons to remove trivial changes in particle production due to the variation of proton-proton
inelastic cross-section with center of mass energy. The observation from all energies studied to date at RHIC is
that a significant portion of these distributions lie on a common curve and therefore are independent of energy.
The extent in pseudorapidity of this overlap region increases with beam energy. Similar curves have been found
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for both directed and elliptic flow. These observations remain unexplained although they clearly have significance
for understanding the early stages of nucleus-nucleus collisions. As can be seen from Fig. 3, LHC data beyond a
pseudorapidity of 5 is critical for the study of these effects.
Gluon saturation, while potentially influential in proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions, is most important in
nucleus-nucleus collisions. The basic idea is that the number of gluons, which is known to grow with decreasing
momentum fraction, may saturate as the number exceeds a certain critical density so that the gluons significantly
overlap with each other. The resulting state of tightly-packed, overlapping gluons is called a Colored Glass Con-
densate (CGC) since the gluons are colored objects and they have a disordered (glassy) structure with a high
phase-space density. Indirect evidence for such a state has been seen in data from RHIC and it has been postulated
that the effects of such a novel state might explain a number of other observations. These include the number of
produced particles; the very first data from RHIC showed numbers much lower than expected by most models.
CASTOR will be able to probe values of momentum fraction that are orders of magnitude smaller than is available
in even the most forward detector at RHIC, thereby opening a whole new region for exploration. It is possible
that these data will reveal not only large CGC-influenced effects but also even more dramatic changes in the gluon
distributions.
PbPb collisions at 1144 TeV provide the best available environment for the possible production of magnetic
monopoles. It is expected that they would be massive and produced in pairs. The energy required to separate
the two poles is much larger than the mc2 of the poles themselves. The magnetic field midway between two Pb
nuclei passing at a distance of 20 fm is 2 × 1020 gauss. The properties of magnetic monopoles and results of
searches through 2002 are given in [3]. A search for γγ production via a virtual monopole loop in p p¯ collisions at
Fermilab established a lower limit for mc2 = 900 GeV for a classical Dirac point monopole of spin 12 .
A classical Dirac monopole has a pole strength (to be entered into Coulomb’s law) of αe/2 or 68.5 e. Even at LHC
energies it is unlikely that a monopole would be produced with much transverse energy. However, it would acquire
82 GeV/m as it is accelerated by the 4 T solenoidal magnetic field of CMS. It would appear in CASTOR as an
object of about 1 TeV energy in a peripheral collision for which almost no other particles would be produced. It
could be distinguished from other 1 TeV objects by its distinctive longitudinal energy loss profile. Under favorable
circumstances the other pole would appear in the CASTOR at the other end of CMS. A highly relativistic monopole
has a stopping power similar to a nucleus with Z=68.5. Even if it not a monopole, an event with an energetic object
appearing in one of the 16 sectors of CASTOR, with almost nothing in the other sectors, should be investigated in
detail.
The center of mass energy at the LHC is equal to that of the highest energy cosmic rays that have been studied in
any detail. The study of “normal” events in CASTOR will provide the first good energy calibration for cosmic-ray
experiments. Cosmic ray events often show anomalous energy-loss profiles for particles in the cores of showers.
In a colliding-beam machine these “cores” appear mostly in the angular range covered by CASTOR. For energetic
cosmic rays ∼3% have “exotic” products, which have been given names such as Chirons, Geminions, Centauros,
and Mini-Centauros [4]. They are distinguished by energy-loss profiles and ratio of particle types. Some of them
may be strangelets, discussed below. The most exotic events may be caused by reactions of cosmic iron nuclei with
the atmosphere. Even more exotic products may be formed by Pb-Pb collisions. If CASTOR does not produce
events of the types seen in cosmic rays, it may be the primary cosmic rays that are exotic.
Many other physics topics can be addressed exclusively, or at least more efficiently, using data from very small
angles. Because a large fraction of the net baryon density is found within a few units of rapidity from the beam, the
properties of the high energy density state formed in that kinematic regime may be qualitatively different from that
at mid-rapidity. The high density of up and down quarks might result in a relative enhancement of the production of
strange quarks resulting in the production of strangelets [4], light nuclei with charge almost zero. Ultra-peripheral
nucleus-nucleus collisions create the potential for studying many processes unattainable via any other experimental
arrangement, such as photoproduction involving gluons from one nucleus and gammas generated by the intense
electric field.
3.4 Trigger
CMS has a highly flexible trigger system designed to pick out the most interesting events from the vast background
of ordinary ones. The first level of triggering uses simple quantities computed by electronics mounted near the
detectors themselves. CASTOR will contribute to the first level trigger using the same electronic system as the HF
calorimeter. The high-level trigger has access to the full information from events that pass through level 1. For
heavy-ion runs almost every real event will be passed on to the high-level trigger. For events that the high-level
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trigger has selected for the output data stream, the CASTOR data will be included along with the data from all
the other components of CMS. For an event for which the high-level trigger determines that there is valuable data
from CASTOR, but nothing of particular interest from the rest of CMS, the CASTOR data can be added to the data
stream as a small data file in between full CMS events. This can happen several thousand time a second without
a significant effect on the magnitude of the output data stream because the amount of data in a CASTOR event is
several orders of magnitude smaller that of a full CMS event.
4 Conclusions
The addition of CASTOR to the CMS experiment will result in a substantial enhancement of the physics potential.
Important observations in proton-proton, proton-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus interactions would either be impos-
sible or seriously diminished without the presence of a forward calorimeter. In addition to measurements unique to
CASTOR, the data from such a detector will contribute significantly to the physics analysis of the other parts of the
experiment. The accessible physics topics have a very broad range including basics such as fine-tuning simulation
codes, the investigation of a variety of fundamental properties of QCD, contributions to important astrophysics
studies, and even potentially to the discovery of exotica.
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